


May 28, 1962

Professor Ragnar Fjlrtoft
Dat Norske Meteorologiskas Institutg
Blindern, Norway

Desay Ragnar;

Please excuse my lons delay in responding to your
letters of January 29 and April 27 concerning the March
reeting in Oslo. I.think you have done an excellent job
in choosing the topics to be covered, and XI fully agrees
7ith you that there will be little conflict betwaen tha
0slo and Boulder meetings.

Would it not be worthwhile at the Oslo meeting
to discussthepossibilityofstandardtestdatafornu-
meyical prediction models? Our IAMAP committee was for
4 while going to consider this, but we then hsard that a
subcommittee of the WMO Aerology Commission was going to
work on this. Since this subject was of most interest
to the nationalKWPcenters,weweregladtogiveupour
interest in it. It seems tome that the Oslo meeting
would furnish a good apportunity to discuss the details
of such a proposal if the attendses come prepared to do
50, and if the members of this WMO subcommittee can’pre-
sent some preliminary plan or recommendations on this
point.

vith warmest personal wishes,







January 4, 1960

Dr. Ragnar Fjorteft, Director
Meteorological Institute
Blindern, Norway
dear Ragnar:

[ was greatly disappointed to learn that you are not
able to present your paper et the 40th Anuiversary Mest
lug of the AMZ, We had very much locked forward to see-
ing and hearing you.

Please let me know if there is anything I can do to
make it possible for you to come. I am confident that
means can be found, even at short notice, to defer your
travel costs if this is what stands in your wey.

The meeting promises to be a good one, although it will
suffer by your gbsencs, You would see many of your
friends, and we would have an opportunity to discuss tha
possibility of your future visit to MIT for an extended
time which, as you know, I very greatly desire.

I nope that either this letter or other circumstances
vill permit you to change your plans.

Yours sinece~~ly,

Jule Charney

jeitg



January 4, 1960

Dr. Ragnar Fjortoft, Director
Meteorological Institute
Blindern, Norway
Dear Ragnar:
I was greatly disappointed to learn that you are not
able to present your paper at the 40th Anniversary Meet~
ing of the AMS, We had very much looked forward to see-
ing and hearing you.

Please let me know if there is anything I can do to
make it possible for you to come, I am confident that
means can be found, even at short notice, to defer your
travel costs if this is what stands in your way.

The meeting promises to be a good one, slthough it will
suffer by your absence, You would see many of your
friends, and we would have an opportunity to discuss the
possibilityofyourfuture visit to MIT for an extended
time which, as you know, I very greatly desire.

I nope that either this letter or other circumstances
will permit you to change your plans,

Yours sincerely,

Jule Charney

jer:tg



THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

ipril 20, 1955

To Whom It May Concerns

This is to certify that Dr. Ragnat
amployed by the United States Off4ce of |

Contract #116 orl 139 T.0. 1 from *

195L« During this period hea =-

meteorologist under tlds cor’

bhis country he paid shHE
Income Tax on his catelrh

a(7

idrtoft was

search under

“rough June

"8.88 serving as a

i on his departure from

~ited States Federal

sinot Ce Horgan, Jre
comptroller

MCHs Jp

c¢ Jule Charney



Ordup april 14 th.-55.

Dear Jilke:

I should of course have written to you before. I hope, however that you

understand my special attitude towards letter writing. But anyway, let

me thnk you for my staying in Princeton, which was certainly a pleasure

both for me and the family. I am sending you a manuscript which is going

to be printed in "Tellus", hoping that Jou will find some interest in

ite

There is still no decision with respect to the director position in

Norway. There will probably be none until late summer. We are, however,

prepared to move to Norway in any case, because the university here in

Copenhagen has agreed to give me so much permission of leave that we

cen live in Norway.x®z

Aire you coming to Europe this summer? Tigo we certainly hope that you
will find time to stay with us for some time. It is a pity that I am

not in such a position that we can invite you for a longer period.

This may, however bedifferent if I get the position in Norway.
¥e are getting a lot of papers from the numerical prediction unit in

VYashington, personified by Thompson. I hope they are doing something else
than drowning other people in paper.

My family is fine, and hope that Ellinor and your children are the same.
I have a problem which you possibly can help me with. They wish to tax

my income in U.S. herexjy in Denmark. However, they cant do so if you can

prove that the money you have earned is government money. I have thought

that the salary I earned in U.S. was Tro, Sis Do youthink that it will
be possible for you to give me a statement,what I have got in salary and
which is auhorized in such a way that the tax officials here understgsd

that it is U.S. government money?

[ would be very thankful if you could do so, because the taxes here are

terrible high on such anincome I have had in U.S. Besides i have already

paid mf taxes of thefncome in U.S.
Serd your family our best greetings.

Yours
7

Udr/
Ce

Ragnar FIorRT 0FT
ProrFessoR oF METECROLe &amp;V

DNVIVERS ITY OF COPENHAGEN
FOP ENHAGCELN DENMARK





“OF

I'HE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, Ne. J.

December ll, 1952

Dear Dr. Fjifrtofis

pr. Charney has told me that he has spoken to you concerning
the possibility of your visiting us for a period of one or two
years beginning September 1953 and that you reacted favorably. I
would like to officielly confirm his invitation and to express my
pleasure at the prospect of collaborating with you once again.

I have proposed to the School of Mathematics of the Institute
for Advanced Study that you be granted the privileges of membership
luring your vieit, and have received its approval. I am enclosing
a bulletin of information describing the background of the Institute
and the facilities available to members.

At the same time we are able to offer you &amp; position as a member
of the Meteorology Group et a salary of $8,000 per nine-month aca-
lemic year for the two year period.

[ hope you will find this invitation
can expect to hear from you before long.

ga*t’~factory and that we

Sincerely yours,

John von fleumann

Fnclosure

Drs Ragner Fjigrtoft
Department of Meteorology
University of Copenhagen
Copenhagen, Denmark

c¢: Dr. Oppenheimer
Mies Trinterud

Miss Underwood
Drs Charney



Charlottenlund, January 28, 1953.

Dr. Jule Charney,
The Institute for Advanced Study

Princeton, New Jersey
U. Se A.

Dear Jule:

/. { have enclosed a letter to von Neumann answering his
invitation which I did not receive until two weeks ago because
it had been malled as ordinary mail.

[ have been In contact with the American Embassy here
to get a visa. Because of the new immigration law it is certain
that it ies quite impossible not to escape to bother you with some
formal requests. I found discomfort in writing to von Neumann
about this, so I am writing you instead, but you may have to
rembact him on this matter.

The first thing I made sure is that we need immigration
visa. To get such a visa it tekes ordinarily twelve to elghteen
nonths. However, one may get &amp; "non quota” immigration visa if
one belongs to one of several preference groups. As a matter of
fact I was made pure that we belong to the first preference group
+hich consists of high qualified workers, technicals, sclentists
and thelr families. The important point of the new immigration
law 1s that this also has to be found out by the Attorney General
ln Washington D. C. after a formal request has been made from the
Lumigrant's host organization (in this case your institute) on
forms to be obtained at the closest Immigration and Naturaliza-
sion office in your district. While making this request it should
not be forgotten also to be made for Ragnhild, while I should
think it unnecessary to mention the children specifically.

The next thing which has to be done is to confirm the invi-
tation in a letter direct to the American Embassy in Copen-
agen whose address is:

Americen Embassy
Immigration section

Borgergade 16
Copenhagen.

(Page 2)
I think it is important that you take action on these matters

ng Soon &amp;8 possible.

We got the absolutely last accomodations on "0Oslofjord" for the
sailing in the second half of August.

Best greetings to Ellincr end the children

/a/ Regnar



Cor EY

Copenhagen, January 28, 1953.
Professor Dr. John von Neumann,

The Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, New Jersey,

Ue. Se A,

Dear professor von Neumann:

I wes very happy to receive your invitation to come

to Princeton. I em grateful for the conditions you are offering

me and believe that the amount of salary offered to me is very

satisfactory indeed.

As I did not receive your letter until two weeks ago

it has not as yet been possible to get a definite answer from

the officials of the university here how they will response on

an appliance for absence in leave. Very likely there will be

little or no difficulty in getting an absence in leave for a

period of one year while I think it doubtful whether it will

be given for as much as two years, unless perhaps it be given

es an extension later on.

I will inform you closer as soon as I know more definitely

from the university here.

Sincerely yours,

Ragnar Fjértoft



"OPY

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, N. J.

February 2, 1953

Dear Professor Pjirtoft:

Thank you for your letter of January 28. I am
very gratified to learn from it that we can expect to have
you with us next year. I appreciate your difficulty in
securing immediate leave for two years, but I am very glad
that you will make an effort to obtain an extension later
"TY.

Looking forward to seeing you here, and with best
personal regards, I am,

3incerely yours,

John von Neumann

JvN:eg

Professor Ragnar Fjdrtoft
Department of Meteorology
University of Copenhagen
Copenhagen, DENMARK

CC: Dr. Charney



July 9, 1953

Dear Ragnar
PP

Thank you for your letter, It-hes-been so long sinoe I vewe heard
from you thet I had begun to worry abou your coming st all (of course,
I know I owsd you &amp; letter). Needless to sey, I was delighted that
you were able to accept our invitation, end sn lookimg forwsrd spzerly
bo your mrrivele If is now definite thet Eady and Bolim will be ia
Princeton also for the fall semester, and we should have a rood time,

Elimer end Nicky also awalt your arriwal with great anticipation,
Hieky has beem praoticimg his temnis, and is emxiouz to pley Keri,
although I em afraid he does not resl ize what a young lady she hes
DECOMS

4 am mow at the University of Chiearo end shell remain until the
ond of Julys Elimor end the children are steyimg with her parents iam
Ste Peule They will joim me at the end of the month end we shall
drive back to Princeton, remain thers for a few days, and thea go to
floods Hole, Massachusetts on vacation. Ve hope to see Rosgby there,
bud I have heard via Petterssen thet his doctor advised him $0 go
sagy and that he has postponed his trip to the U, 8S. I certainly hope
1% is nothing serious, In any case, we expect to stay in Woods Hole
until Septe le Then you arrive on August 20 or 21, you cea ga.
Lmmediately to Princeton Por your spertment is sll arranged, but i¢
boourred $0 me that you might like to spendafewdayswithuset
Noods Holes It is a kind of vesation resort with swimming and salliag,
ind at the same tine ¢ mumber of people with whom one cen tall sclemce,
Also, the weather is likely to be superior to thet im Princeton.
Alternetively, you might want to go firs® to FrincakortrcolLovbled
and them come to Woods Hole: If you are at all interested ‘please
let me know ss soom @s possible, eméd I will try to get accommodations
Por you and family at Woods Hole.

: qu satisfactorily. As younow Wa havelboonalagiheSeeliogrssedLite1950us&amp;testaitustion,
ie wanted to sse to what extent it was possible to predict the rapid
and intense cyclogenesis that begam about 1800 GMT om the 24th. Both
the 2 and 23 dimemsional models failed to prsdich 1%, the 2 2/3
dimensional model did predict the storm, and with its full intensity.
fo used the simplified model givem by equation (34) im the Phillipe



- lm

Charney artiols, just with the levels 830-500-200 mb, end them with the
levels S00=T700=400 mb 40 glve better definition im the low levels
where the stom first begemes I sa sendimg you a series of diegrams
which I think are self-explamatorys The graph gives the correlationm
soef ficients between the observed sad predicted 24&lt;hour height changes.

1 have saved the best news for the last, We have found that 1% is
possible to pay your trawl expenses for yourself asd family up to the
amount of $1,000, This is in addition $0 your sularye You may receive
the mmey upon srrival im Primceton or you may have 1% sent %o you in
Korway, If you decide on the latter course, plesss write toOppenheimerts
seoretary--not Oppenheluer, he is im Bragile~and 6:11 her vhem, where.
end how you want the money conta

Please sive uy wermest greetings to Ragnhild, Keri, end Inge

With best regerds,

Jule

Jc/cs



Cory

THE INSTITUTE FCR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, N. o

December 11, 195:

Dear Dr. Fjigrtoft:

Dr. Charney has told me that he has spoken to you concerning
the possibility of your visiting us for a period of ene or two
years vezinning September 1953 and that you reacted favorably. 1
sould like to officially confirm his invitation and to express my
sleasure at the prosmect of collaborating with you once again.

I have propesed to the School of Mathematics of the Institute
tor Advanced Study that you be granted the privileges of membership
juring your visit, and have received its approval. I am enclosing
2 bulletin of information describing the background of the Institute
snd the facilities available to members.

At the sare time we are able to coffer yeu a pesition as a menber
57 the lMeteorclegy Group at a eazlary of $3,000 ner nine-month aca-
jenmic year for the two year pericd.

I nope you will find this invitation satisfactory and that we
can expect to hear from you before longs

Sincerely yours

Jonn von feumany

Lnclosure

Tr. Ragnar Fidrtoft
Department of Meteorolox
University of Copenhazen
Conenha-en, LUenmark

ccs Dr. Cppenhelner
Migs Trinterud
Mr. Levy (CINE)
Miss Underwood
Dr. Chorney



4

“harlottenlund, January 25. 1953.

Dr. Jule Charney,
The Institute for Advanced biudy

Srinceton, lew Jersevw
U. 8. .

Deer Jule:

"have enclosed a letter to ven Neumann answverinz nis
invitation which I did not receive untll two weeks azo because
t+ had been mailed as ordinary mail.

" have been in contact with the American Embassy here
te ret a visa. Because of the new irmicration lew it is certain
hat it 1s quite impeszsidle net to escape to bother you with seme
formal requests. I found discomfort in writing to von Mewnanr
“bout this, sc I am writing you instead, but you may have To
~ontact nim on this matter.

The first thinz I made sure is that we need immizration
visa. To cet such a visa 1t takes ordinarily twelve to eighteen
menthz. However, -ne may get a "non quota’ immigration viss if
one belenss to one of several preference groups. As a wetter of
ract I wes made sure that we belong to the firet preference grout
which consists of hish qualified workers, technicals, scientists
and their families. The important point of the new immigration
{ow ig that this also hus to be found out by the Attorney Jeneral
in Woshineton I. C. after a formal request has been made from the
immizrant's hest crzenization (in this case your institute) on
farms to be obtained at the clesest Immigration and Naturaliza
tion office in your district. While making this request it shoul
not be forgotten also te be made Tor Ragnhild, while I should
think it unnecessary to mention the children specifically.

The next thing which hes to be done is to confirm the Invi
tation in a letter direct to the American Esbassy in Copen
nacen whose address is:

American Emoassy
Tmmirration sectioen

Borcergade 16
Conenharen.

Page 2)

[ think it 1s imocrtant that you take action on these matters
2g goon as possible

We got the absolutely last accomodations on "Cglofjerd”™ Lor the
sailin~ in the second half of August.

Best greetinsg te Ellincr and the childrer

/a/ Raeonar



mV  VYh

Copenbasen, Jonuery 23, 195:

rroressor Ur. Jchn von Neumann,
The Institute for Advanced Study

Princeton, New Jersey
Ug. 5. A

pear nroiegsor ven heumanni

L was very hapny to receive your invitation to come

to Princeton. I am grateful for the conditions you are offering

1e¢ and believe that the amount of salary offered te me is very

satisfactoe: ifactory indeed.

Ag IT did not receive your letter until two weeks azc

it has not as yet been possible to get a definite answer from

the officials of the university here how they will response on

an appliance for absence in leave. Very likely there will be

little or ne difficulty in zettinzg an absence in leave for a

ceriod of one year while I think it doubtful whether it will

be given for as much as two years, unless perhaps it be given

18 en extension later on.

{ will inform you closer as soon as I Know more definitely

“rom the university here.

sincerely yours

RATNAT FJOrTOoit



"NPY

[HE INSTITUTE FCR ADVANCED STUDY

RINCETCN- MN. ou

C“ebruary 2, 1953

Deay Professor Fidrtoft:

Thank you for your letter of January 28. I am
very gratified to learn from it that we can expect to have
you With us next year. I appreciate your difficulty in
securing immediate leave for two years, but I em very zlad
chat you will meke an effort to obtain an extensien later
SN.

Looking forward to seeing you here, and with best
yersgonal recards. I an.

Sincerely yours

fohn von Neumann

JvN:eg

frofessor Rapner Fjortoft
Department of Meteorology
Jniversity of Copenhagen
Jovennaxen, DENMARK

JC: Dr. Charney



February 9, 1953

dear Dr, Fjortoft:

This is to notify you that the Institute for Advanced
n~sfenat~? by the Department of State as a sponsor of the
rsomrm. fhe gerial number assigned tn the Prorram of the

Study has been
Oxchange-Visitor
Institute i=

There is now a special type visa under the Exchange-Visitor Programe
[2 you baw: plready made satisfactory visa arrangements, there is mo reason
to us~ hin Peaopam, Sut if you have not made visa application, or if it
should s- = r-virable to do so, you may obtaih a visa under the Program;
you should rre-ent this notification to the United States Consul in your
country, and to the Immigration and Naturalization Service at the port of
antry into the Unitad States.

Through this notification you are designated as a participant in the
exchange Visitor Program. Designation does not ensure the issuance of a
visa, but it should prove helpful.

Sincerely yours,

(Mrs. Ruth We. Barnett)
Assistant to t he General Manager

Dre. Ragnar Fjortoft
Department of Meteorolory
University of Copenhagen
Copenhagen, Denmark



THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

"february 9, 1953

Dear Dr. Fjortoft:

Tour letter of January 28, addressed to Dr. Charney, has been referred
Lo me for answers

I want to let you know that I have consulted the Immigration and
vaturalization office in our district and *~ = T-=h advised to inform you

that you should apply for an Exchange®V? Nwndch is referred toas Section L02(f) of the Immigration »~ aliza.w6n Act. This visa is
pasily obtained and may be renewed ~ months, upon the recommendation
of your host institution or sponsor as your passport remains vallid
six months longer than the termina. of your application for renewal.
This extension is easily bota : a fact sent directly from this
»ffice with no RAR

The visa to which you: gar letter to Dr. Charney is indeedcomplicated and often tal-- ~A4nable time to obtain since various
application must be f° w-rttorney General's office in Washington
along with testers rem ation from gponsoring Institutions and ine
dividuals and copie: ok bublications. The legal advisor in the local
Immigration and Nath Adn office strongly advised against this visa
(known as 15-H(sub .: .__ ly due to the fact that it is often a prolonged
affair and is of no real advantage, being used more often by persons who
have been refused an Exchange-Visitor visa. The other thing against it is
that your wife must apply for an Exchange- Visitor visa since the 15-H(sub 1)
Is used only for highly skilled workers and may not be used by their depend-
ants.

i am attaching two letters regarding your application, one in refekence
to the Ixchanpe-Visitor Program, and the other to the application of your wife.

Please do not hesitate to let me knww of smmything I can do to be of help
with your plans to come to Princeton.

Sincerely yours,

(¥rse Ruth W. Barnett)

Dr. Ragnar Fjortoft
Department of Meteorology
University of Copenhagen
nopenhagens Denmark

Faypy8



THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

February 99 1953

To Whom It May Concerns

This 1s to certify that Dr...
come as a Member of the leteorol:

Study for the academic yearJ753~salary of $8,000 for the a
the Institute Housing Pro e De 41
by his wife, Yrs. ETH fri hy

The Institute £0r Advan study will greatly appreciate every

sensideration sho re rr Fjortoft's application for a visa.

rtoft has bee invited to
? the Institute for Advanced
lortoft has been granted a
111 live in an apartment in

» would like to be gccompanied
two minor children.

Sincerely yours,

Mrs. tuth «. Barnett)
Assistant to the General Manager



THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

February 2, 1953

Dear Professor Fjortoft:

fhank you for your letter o., anuary 238, I am
very gratified to learn from it that we wan expect to have
you with us next year. I appreciate yowr difficulty in
securing immediate leave for twoyears, buf I am very glad
that you will make an egfort £3 Potatn an extension later
on,

Looking forward

personal regards, / )
/ Ea

|
JvNseg

Professor Ragnar Fj8rtoft
Department of Meteorology
University of Copenhagen
Copenhagen, DENMARK

30: Dr. Charney

« seeing you here, ana with best

Sincerely yours,

jonn von Neumann



Copenhagen, January 28 1953,

Professor Dr. John von Neumann,

Phe Institute of Advanced Study,

Princeton, New Jersey,

U. S. A,

Dear professor von Neumann:

I was very happy to receive your invitation to come

to Princeton. I am grateful for the conditions you are offering

me and believe that the amount of salary offered to me is very

satisfactory indeed.

As I did not receive your letter until two weeks ago

it has not as yet been possible to get a definite answer from

the officials of the university here how they will response on

an appliance for absence in leave, Very likely there will be

little or no difficultyingettingan absence in leave for a

period of one year while I think 1% doubtful whether it will

be given for as mich as two years, unless perhaps it be given

ng an extension later on.
more

I will inform you closer as soon as I know/definite-

ly from the university here.

Sincerely yours

Ragnar Pjortoft



Cherlottenlund, Jenusry 28 1953.

Dr. Jule Charney,
The Institute for Advanced Study,

Princeton, New Jersey,
U. S. A.

Dear Jule:
I have enclosed a letter to von Neumann answering his

invitation which I did not receive until two weeks ago because

it had been mailed as ordinary mail.
I have been in contact with the American Embassy here

to get a visa. Because of the new immigration law it is certein
thet it is quite impossible not to escape to bother you with some
formal requests. I found discomfort in writing to von Neumenn
about this, so I em writing you instead, but you mey have to
contect him on this matter.

The first thing I made sure is thet we need immigret-

visa, To get such a visa it tekes ordinerily twelve to eightee
months. However, one may get &amp; "non quota" immigr-tion vise if
one belongs to one of several preference groups. As s metter of
fect I was made sure that we belong to the first preference group

which consists of high qualified workers, technicels, scientists
end their fsmilies. The important point of the new immigretion
lew is thet this also has to be found out by the Attorney General
in Weshington D.C. after a formel request has been made from the
immigrent's host organisation (in this case your institute) on
forms to be obtained at the closest Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion office in your district. While making this request it should
a0t be forgotten also to be made for Ragnhild, while I should
think it unnecessary to mention the children specifically.

The next thing which has to be done is to confirm the
invitation in a letter direct to the American Embassy in Copen-

hagen whos address is:
American Embassy

Immigration section
Borgergaede 16

Copenhagen.



I think it is important thet you take action on these
matters as soon as possible.

We got the absolutely last accomodations on "Oslofjorad®
for the sailing in the second half of August.

Best greetings to Ellinor end the children

7



1/8/53

Second original letter and
another IAS brochure mailed
today, via Airmil,

ESG



THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

December 11, 1952

Dear Dr. Fjgrtoft:

Dre Charney has told me that he has spoien to you concerning the
possibility of your visiting us for a period of lone or two years beginning
September 1953 and that you reacted favor I {would like to officially
confirm his invitation and to express my $leasurs at the prospect of collab-
orating with you once again, ~ &gt;

I have proposed to the yr of the Institute for
Advanced Study that you be granted\thr -~i¥ileges of membership during your
visit, and have received its approva. + am enclosing a bulletin of informa=-

tion describing the sackgromad52Tg Testis and the facilities available
to members. / ( NAt the same time Coy to offer you a position as a member of

the Meteorology Sryos salaiy of $8,000 per nine-month academic year forbhe two year periods

I hope y dwill 4 d this invitation satisfactory and that we can
expect to hear fro fore long.

Sincerely yours,

Jv. -ea at
oo . ;

John von Neumann

inclosure

Dr. Ragnar Figrtoft
Department of Meteorology
University of Copenhagen
copenhagen, Denmark

2013 Dr. Oppenheimer
Miss Trinterud
Mr. Levy (ONR)
Miss Underwood
ore. Charney .»’



Copenhagen January 1,1953.

Dear Jule:

[ am writing to tell you that if am going to get an invitation

to ¢c me to Princeton from summer it will be very important for

ne to know this as early as nossible: Partly it is the question wh

to do with our apartment here in case we leave for U.S. This

question should be settled at least four months before ‘ur

departure, Then it is the mgegotiations with the director of the

aniversity. And finally xXx one may have to consider that it

may teke quite a long time to get a visum. I think I mentioned

thece things to you while you were here. When I am reminding you

about it now it is not so much because I think you have forgotten

it 8 because of the constant pressure exserted upon me from the

side of Ragnhild to get everything clear at the earliest possible

time in case we are going to U.S.

I take the o-portunity to thank you and Ellinor for the very

nice chair you rave ms as a present.

{ari is spending Christmas in Norway together with a danish

girlfriend. The rest of us are lookine forward to a wintervacation

lateron.

[ hope you are all by good health and wish you a pleasant

and profitable new year.

Yor 2y truly



Tue INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
ELECTRONIC COMPUTER PROJECT

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

December 1, 1952

Dr. Ragnar Fj8rtoft
Department of Meteorology
University of Copenhagen
novenhagen, Denmark

Dear Dr. Fjbrtoft:

Dr. Charney has told me that he has spoken to you concerning the
bossibility of your visiting us next year for a period of one or two years and
that you reacted favorably. I would like to officially confirm his invitation
and to express my pleasure at the prospect of collaborating with you once again.

I have proposed to the School of Mathematics of the Institute for
Advanced Study that you be invited as a member of the Institute for two years
beginning September 1953 and have received its offical approval. I am enclos
ing a bulletin of information describing the background of the Institute and
the functions of members.

At the same time we are able to offer you a position as a member
»f the Meteorology Group at a salary of $8,000 per nine-month academic year
for the two year veriod.

I hope you will find this invitation satic~factory and that we
san expect to hear from you before long.

Sincerely yours,

John von Neumann

GC [cpb

inclosure

(le Dr. Oppenheimer
Miss Trinterud
Mr. Levy (ONR)















February 1%, 1950

Io whom it way concern:

Me. Baguar Flortoft is on leave of sbsence from the

Sorweglan Meteorological Institute for ths purpose of studying

the methods of mumerdoal westher forecasting which sve being

leveloped by the Theoretical Meteorolozy Project of the Institute

for Advenced Study, Princeton; Few Jersey. Ie kes been associ-

ated with this prolect since September 1549,

Sincerely,

Jule Charney,
Croup Leader
Theoretical Met~orology Project



april 21, 1949

ir. Ragnar Figrtoft
Meteorologisk Institutt
Dslo (Blindern), Forway

Dear Figrioft:

g€liassen will be leaving us in July or Auguet and we will
nave rooms for another person on the meteorology project. Recalling our
conversation in Stockholm, I spoke to Frofessor von Neumann concerning
the possibility of inviting you to take Eliassen's plsece for an academic
yeare Upon learning of your gualifications he at once spproved the idsa
anid authorized me to extend an invitation for the next scademic year.
[ am therefore pleased to be able to offer you a positicn on the theoretical
reteorologry project at the Institute for Advanced Study for ten months
beginning September, 1949. The salary will be £5000 for the period, and
there will be a travel allowance for yourself of £500.

Your duties would be primarily to sit and think and have
rood ideas. As you probably have heard through Eliassen, the project,
peing in the developmental stage, is but loosely organised and is dependent
wore on ideas than on techniques. It is true that the ultimate purpose
is to devise a method for numerical forecasting, but the term "aumerical”
srbraces virtually all quantitative dynemical procedures and so imposes
no real restriction. We simply have the advantage that we simll soon
have an extremely pwwerful means of verifying thsoriss in the electronic
computing machine now being constructed here. The machine will be an
assurance thet we need no longer be guided so much by the mathematical
sxirancies in the choice of physical models

Princeton, with the Institute and the University, is one
of tha forezost intellectual centers of the U. 8S. You would find it a
very stimulating place, living in pleasant suburban surroundings &amp;nd yet
within but an hours train ride from New York. 1{ our plans materialize
#8 shall also have Fudv with us.

If you do decide to come, and with your wife and children,
you will probably went to know about housing. The housing situation is
difficult all over the United States, but we are fortunate in having a
proup of houses especially reserved for texporary members of the Institute,
and while we cannot promise a houss outright I can say that in all
probability you would have one of these. The houses are surrounded by



spacious grass lewns and woods which «re ideal lor children.

I hope 1 have said enough to mike the offer sound attractive
Por I should personally like very much to havs you with us.

Please let us know of your decision &amp;s8 800n &amp;8 PosSsSibise.
Tris ie important if you wish us to reserve an epartment.

dlincerely,

Jusd Charney

JC:nh

CC: Dre von Neumann
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LI * 5 T 21- &lt; . |Piret T would like to exrress my hes

thanlze Tor the invitation to work at the metenrolorical

 ro jfect at the Institute for Advanced Study. Provided

nermigsion will be riven from the lieteorolocical Institute

which 1g most likely, and provided there will be ommortunilt

of travellinr, I will come to Princeton in the last of

August torether with my family, Ag goon as I lmow certalnls

that 1t will be possible to co, I shall write you arain.

fy mamer ls now ready for vrintinc. IT wild

soon have a cony of the manuscrint ready which I shall

end vou

7 best greatingsto your wife

since»nTy
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voncernlng my recuest for mermizsion IT veeterdar
ad a conferance with the nromer sutleritlies in our
Dern rtrnent of Tinance. I owas told that Lt was a
certainty thet the —armiesiorn wonld The ~3ven Ir Aue time

Bo far I have not cot ao convenlent mloce on a
2nlne I can ret one on a liner leavin~ “oulanton
10th. July. Thies TT t2ink dls twesrly For ne 17 not
arrvanrellents ope node. Lowever, soata are rerarved
ond my fanlly on a nlane lsavin~ 0270 2%e”, Au-ush,
Bit as you lmow htravellins by alr Ls rather exzvensive and
thevefcore IT I not In Hie reontlime ret an ommortunity for
bravelllns on » shin, 17 most »robadbly willbe necessary
For me to leave ny fonlly behind until Cectober, hesause
at that Time nlaces are available on a shin leaving Oglo.
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ilr, Eliassen and also a renregentative in the
U,2.Brmbasey told me that s go-colled "Profespsorvisun” wouls
be most useful for me rather than other forms of viga,
For thiz —urneose IT ncgt urrcently want vou to certifr thet
T an roine to clive lectures in “rircetown. Will ron there-
Fore mlecse Forward hile mertifincation ae aochn ae maceihle
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wae Surmer fehool In Jglo. Afterwards I will have on few wool
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27 June 1947

ir. Hagnar rjoriold
Horweglan Veteorologleal Institute
Mindern, Norway

Doar Yr. Fisrtolt:

I have received your letter of June 20, in which you
inform ma that you would like to have a statement from us out-
lining the exact nature of the invitation which we have extended
to you to loin the Yetsorolegical Croup for the next academic
gear ant of the duties during your stay here.

These dutizs will consist in participation in the researct
work of the proup at the Institute in theorastical meteorology, aad
in giving soms lectures to the membars of the group and others who
nay be interested in your results in relevant merits of the subject
Your compensation will be 35000 for the academic year 1949-30 with
an additional allowance of 3530 for traveling expenses,

Ve are, of course, locking forward with the greatest
sxpectation to having you here. However, you must not regard
rourself as obligated to be in Frinceton exactly by September I.
If it will help you to conclude more satisfactorytravelaseeme-.
Jabdmeng please allow yourself as much leeway in time as you foot Fo.
scegsary, There would ba some advantage in your being heer heirs.
zarlier in ordsr to obtain an apartment for your family. The
[netitute apartments are scarce, and it is advantageous to bs
sn the spot when they ara belng assigned, We shall, of course,
is svarvihing we can to see thal you are adequately housed.

fa

i hopa that this letter will be of help to vou in
sonnection with your application for a visa at the United States
onsulate in Oslo.

sincerely,

iule G, Charney

JOO: AX
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28 June 1949

¥r. Ragnar Fibrtoft
Norwsgian Meteorological Institute
Nlindern, Yorway

Dear Yr. Fidrtoft:

1 have received your letter of June 20, in which you
inform me that you would like to have a statement from us out-
lining the exact nature of the invitation which we have extendec
to you to join the Keteorological Group for the next academic
vear and of the duties during your stay here.

These duties will consist in participation in the researc!
work of the group at the Institute in theoretical metecrology, and
in giving some lectures to the members of the group and others who
may oe intarested in your results in relevant parts of the subject.
Your compensation will be {5000 for the academic year 1949-50 with
an additional allowance of £500 for traveling expenses.

we are, of course, looking forward with the greatesi
expectation to having you hers. However, you must not regard
yourself as obligated to be in Princeton exactly by September l.
If it will help you to conclude more satisfactory travel arrange-
ments please allow yourself as much leeway in time as you find
necessary. There would be some advantage in your being here
earlier in order to obtain an apartment for your family. The
Institute apartments are scarce, and it is advantageous to be
on the spot when they are baling essigned, We shall, of course,
do everything we can to s=zs that you are adequately housed.

I hope that this letter will be cf help to you in
sonnection with your application for a visa at the United States
consulate in Oslo.

SINCESTrascy,

sule LG. Lhsrney

JOC AK
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The Airflow Round a Conical Hill
by Dr. Jiri Forchtgott
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The Airflow Round a Conical Hill

by Dr. Jiri Forchtgott.
(Translated by the author from Meteorologické Zprdvy, No. 3-4. March 1951)

T= effect of a short mountain ridge, oreven of a conical hill, on the streamfield
of a stable air current is a form of
mechanical disturbance. The opinions of
nur practical observers-—sailplane pilots—
nn this question have gradually changed in
the years since the war. Initially there was
the conviction that only a weak vertical
component of no practical importance was
produced by conical obstacles, the region
of up-currents being too small. Later some
of the more experienced glider pilots began
to look for new possible soaring places in
the vicinity of the well-used ridge of Rana
when the air above the Rana slope became
crowded with school gliders. They were
successful in the space above the tops of the
isolated hills Oblik and Mily—the smaller
space with weaker up-currents became
more interesting, and real soaring in 1t was
considered as a sign of high pilot quality.

Thanks to these pilots, prejudices about
the smallness of the effect of isolated hills
on the air current were overcome. Thanks
also to glider pilots, many further prejudices
concerning the real nature of some atmos-
pheric phenomena will be overcome.

Experience has shown that there is
sufficient space with enough uplift for
soaring 1n front of isolated hills. As in the
case of long ridges, it can be supposed that
‘he velocity and depth of the streaming
layer are of equal importance, and one must
:xpect to find certain types of flow corres-
ponding to different kinds of airstream.
I'his means that, just as soarable regions
ire found in the lee of long ridges, they may
iso be found in the lee of isolated hills.

Single observations made in the lee of
&gt;onical hills have in the meantime no direct
attestation by means of gliders (in our
country), but they indicate some surprising
facts that are very marked under certain
airstream and humidity - conditions. The
shape, structure and motion of clouds can
show clearly the type of flow; and this can
also be followed occasionally or system-
atically by soaring flight.

When the air is stably stratified there are
everal possible types of flow that can be
ecognised by the pattern of the flow in the
se of the hill. To classify these regimes
irecisely a series of systematic observations
3 needed. At present it is possible to
escribe, though only schematically, one of
Jese flow patterns, perhaps the most
mdamental one, which by its character-
itics has attracted the attention of authors
1 various countries (e.g. R. S. Scorer,
ondon, explains in a similar way the
rigin of some typical clouds in the lee of
sibraltar; also one must mention obser-
ations of cloud caps over conical
nountains, volcanoes, etc.).

The experience of glider pilots shows that
n the windward side of isolated hills it is
jossible to reach the same height as in front
f a ridge of similar section, the only
ondition being a greater wind velocity.
t seems that the same type of flow as for
qountain ridges is produced by isolated
ills in winds of higher velocity. For
1stance, Figure 1 shows. the analogy Gf the
ortex type of flow behind a ridge, but the
ame airstream blowing over a ridge would
roduce a “higher” type of flow—the
wave type.”” The relation between the
epth of the air-current and the type of flow
roduced by an isolated hill is not at present
nown.
Flow over a conical obstacle presents a

roblem in three dimensions, whereas the
ow over a mountain ridge is two-
imensional. Most of the airstream in the
wyers below the top (e.g. below the level
a”) flows round the sides, air in the upper
svels only going over the top. One must
xpect great horizontal deflections of the
:reamlines in the low levels near the foot of
he hill, while in higher levels the vertical
eflection gradually predominates. Near
0 the front foot of the obstacle the stream-
nes diverge and cause a weakening of the
tream, with the result that the vertical
omponent of the wind is very small or even
egative in front of the lower half of the

fig. 1.—Side view and ground plan of the streamlines over a conical hill. Th
Jiagram shows the flow in the level “a.” Up- and down-components are hy her
and — respectively.

slope—no use for soaring. Only in front
of and above the top is there enough lift
for soaring. Since the streamlines in level
“a” converge on the right and left of the
front side of the obstacle, the lift is greater
there than immediately in front of it. In
Fig. 1, upward wind components are
indicated by + and downward ones by-—.
The cross-section A, in Fig. 3, shows the
ift and sink in front of the hill. The sink in
Tront of the hill explains why everyone who
lies in a glider below the top of the hill is
‘orced to land. According to experience of

oaring in the slope wind in front of a ridge
nost pilots tend to stay in front of an
»bstacle; but now, in front of a conical hill,
me finds the unsoarable downward com-
onent, which is proportional to the
ntensity of the sideways divergence.

In the lee of the obstacle, the streamlines
eturn to their original distribution. Below
he top level, on the right and left sides
ehind the obstacle is found divergence of
he streamlines and a down component.
3ehind the lee foot there must be expected
tense convergence and a corresponding
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Fig. 2.—Vertical section to one side of the obstacle, showing up- and down-components.

up-component along most of the lee slope.
By observations on Milesooka, this fact was
sometimes found by cloud patches ascend-
ing the lee slope while the windward slope
was clear; another time by hawks, soaring
from low down on the lee slope, while on
the windward slope they were never seen.
The ground plan distribution of the down-
and up-components in levels below the top
is seen in the second diagram of Fig. 1, the
dotted line enclosing the region of up-
component.

In the lee of the obstacle a flat horizontal
vortex, not very turbulent, extends for a
considerable distance, and this causes a
reversal of the surface wind on the lee side
(see Fig. 1). In the side view, we see that the
greatest up-component is centred above the
lee slope (enclosed by dots in Fig. 1).

The type of flow just described often
produces a wave cloud standing near the
top of isolated hills and mountains when
they rise above the surrounding obstacles.

» Section A

The cloud is elongated down the direction
of the wind and is centred to the lee of the
top. When the humidity is insufficient in the
ower layers the ‘“‘cloud cap” cannot be
expected, but in higher levels cirrus-like
jbred clouds are often formed (Stromschnelle
der Luft). Such waves are the product of
Jeformation of the airflow just described,
and appear mostly in mountainous regions
where the obstacle dimensions and well-
developed types of flow extend to the
righest levels.

When soaring in the lee of isolated
obstacles one must expect slight or
moderate gusts, even in the region of up-
component. The basic requirements for
this type of flow are suitable wind velocity
and stable stratification of the air.
Increasing instability probably deforms this
type of flow into a more or less continuous
row of rotating Cu clouds extending down-
wind from the hill for several tens of
kilometres.

Saction B
“TI

Fig. 3.—Vertical sections through lines A and B of Fig 1, showing up- and down-
components of the wind.
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Appendix D

Report on work at UeCelLels
Department of Meteorology

through the period January 29 to April 3, 1951
under contract (W28-099 ac=}03)

By Ragnar Fj8rtoft
In a series of eight seminars the subject of small waves in a baro-

clinic atmosphere was discussed. Particular attention was paid to their

physical interpretations The recent work in the Meteorology group in

Princeton, New Jersey was also presented and discussed, In an additional

seminar some aspects of barotropic fluids were discussed,

The subjects dealt with are rather well covered by parts of an article

to appear in the Meteorological Compendiume A copy of the manuscript for

this article has been added to this report,

Added is also a summarization paper on a problem related to the sta=

bility of atmospheric flow, which was taken up for investigation under the

above mentioned contracts

On the influence from horizontal shear on baroclinically unstable
Wavese

le In the Compendium article it has been demonstrated that for sufficiently

long waves the horizontal motion in some upper horizontal level is essen=

tially governed by the equations: 4 yy yy
\RY. _ 2% 4 df (5 — 2th) ={3y- — 0) (5x 22 + dy V4 WV AX. oY 0

(3c + Vou, — C, 7+ wi 0
: 2

oy }

dere ¥ is the actual wind velocity and VY, is some thermal wind,

1

considering the problem of small weaves superimposed unon a basic

zonal flow one finds easily on the basis of eqgse (1) the solutions when

the basic flow is horizontally uniforms When this assumption of uniformity



is no longer maintained the problem Becomes a more complex one from a

physical point of views This is in virtue of the fact that the mean

basic flow may now itself act as a source or sink of energy for the small

disturbancese In addition the problem becomes much more difficult from

a mathematical point of views It is this latter point which will be cone

sidered in this notes

To study the problem as simply as possible it will be assumed that

Af =0
ay
17- linear function of y.

1]. = consta

Here J and 1 are the speeds in the basic flow of the wind and thermal

wind, respcectivelys Assuming solutions at the form

LUX + a4)
M =neal

and similarly for the remaining perturbation quantities, and neglecting

second order terms in egses (1), onc gets the following two equations:

(v pV = pr v) + pr (vy - pu Vo ) = 0
2)

V = J + mJ
AT, Va

By elimination of \/ this leads to the differential equation

: ars

dv, , frag (Tp) gy4 Ture eg dg TC KVv-=0
(3)

It is assumed that the boundary conditions are

V=0, {or
From (2) it follows then also that

Yy=0 , y= B

In Vg =0 Cov ¥=0 4=D



To find the solutions of the system (3), (L) is of course a very difficult

problems The solutions will probably in the general case have singularities

which make the corresponding waves impossible to realizes. This can be

demonstrated in the case where

5) (@ -F)% ~ 3
Since V, must have a periodic variation alongY4 , the largest possible

wave length being 2B, (5) will obviously be a good approximation when

“r =L &gt;&gt; 2B, In this case eqe (3) may be approximated with
du

dv, | 2g (CHAD dw
A (ge pV)?+ pul dy

Applying the first of the boundary conditions in (Li), the solution of the

above equation is

6)
&gt; od

Vr ~~ | &amp; — "
0 MH M Cr

In all cases when

7) (G+ pu) +20 Xo, O=sy=sBh
fhe integrand in (6) has no singularities. Using then boundary conditions

AY

Lt), equation (6) becomes 2
oi od

| Fear =0

0 C+MU + Uy L
T+ MU = MUL A

vhich, with some closer inspection leads to the contradiction that

Hence B
 —~ 0

U(B) =15(o)
[t can therefore be concluded that (7) cannot be truce Instead it follows

-hat

"2 f(Gaul) + WUE =O for som =y'ome Y=4, 0&lt;y'&lt;q



iom

This relation can be used to a closer examination of the stability of the

present waves, In the first place, real values of ¢~ is inconsistent with

(8)e Accordingly, the solutions are certainly unstable. Substituting

T= Ti +00; in (8) one gets the equivalent conditions:

(9) Ug) = ¢, for some y=y', 0&lt;y &lt;B

(10) a = 4 AV
having introduced the notation Crp = - 2 for the real velocity of propagation,

From the second of these relations it is seen that the amplification of the

found waves will be independent of the existence of a horizontal windshear

in a basic flows So far as these waves are considered there is accordingly

no source or sink of energy in the basic velocity ficld,

The question is s however, how much confidence one can have in this

results It is clearly understood that because of (8) the solution (6)

for Yr will have a singularity at im y’ where Cp = Is which makes these

waves impossible to realize, at least not without coming in conflict with

the conditions underlying the linearization of the equations of motions

To make these singular solutions useful, one must by means of them compose

the general solution for an arbitrary and nonmsingular initial distribution

of the perturbation quantities. (One may think of this being done by

letting Y continuously assume all values between and R and adding in

some Integral fashion all the corresponding singular solutions)e The

question whether or not this is possible in the present case will not be

investigated heres For these composed solutions, now, the physical influence

from the existence of a horizontal shear will again have a chance to appears

This will be demonstrated in the following for the simple case of a constant

two-dimensional shear, the so-called "Couette=Fflowe



2 Two-dimensional disturbances of a "Couette" flows

Let the motion take place in the XZ-planee The governing equations
ire

11)

12)

2 s aU aw) — — g 2 2

UWsx tT 33% QO

Ege (11) simply states the individual conservation of vorticity. Suppose

now in the basic flow the velocity U to be a linear function of Z 3 and

the motion to take place in an infinite layer with the rigid boundaries at

retgfits ga 3 gH + The boundary conditions then are
(13) AW = 0 for»

Differentiation of (11) with rcspect tod, and application of (12) give

Vv U ow —(1h) (2 +v-v,) Viw — L5ey, (24-20) = ¢
By linearization of this equation one obtains in the case of "Couette'"=flow:

(15) (2 + U2) V22)V;w =0
For the "linearized" motion, therefore, alsoVe I is an individually cone

served quantity. (This is of course no longer true when second order terms
Ny

are taken into account as is seen from eqe (1h)e/ To obtain a wave-solution

of (15) one substitutes {Ax + GH) WwW =W,(z)e q{F
WraTT The amplitudeWw,must satisfy the equation

(G+ wu d*Waq) (42% _ ewe) = 0
Since y1F is real a complex value of G would require that everywhere

dEWa —_
 os  MWa, = 0

vhich together with the conditions (13) gives Wa=0O everywhere. Therefore

T has to be real corresponding to permanent waves with unchanged amplitudes



/Further, T+ uJ must be equal to zero for some Z=2' s Ox 2 &lt;r '
Fw; Be fou vz, aw,

so that res = MINE Q for gx gy’ and TEI WWE O for u-

This obviously also gives a singular solution for ws The method of come

posing the general solution from such singular solutions has been given

%y Ee H8iland and R, FiBrtoft (as yet unpublished)y However, this come

position is not needed in the present case, because the general solution

can be found very easily, as shown by Kelvin, directly as an initial value

oroblems In that connection suppose that

v: Wiog =f un)
Eqe (15) now states that the values of + in any level Z. is transported

along the x-axis with the velocity J of that level, One therefore gets

immediately

16) VEW $ oe- Jt ; 5)

Suppose as an example
. Lp, \

£ix,2,) — ® WM "M2 3)
Then from (16)

VEW — eH Hp UE)
:

Ne substitute here

W = WolztyetH
dw], (MZ ~ 4a _ 2 MZ = a Ue

The solution of this equation is

fe We cI M20 be ert ~ of MZ 40 (UZ=pNEWom KM eh Ecuador | cbf 4 %
ZM; Z My 3

Ah i 4 4 ”- Hz 1

CREORe ep a

Jr

}

77)
Wo w— KM K SH“ Lo

(A 2 d Uae+ &gt;47, Jr Sy

ve “gh

TOU 2p HEY



where K, and K, now are constants to be determined from the boundary cone

ditions (13). It is immediately understood that K, and Kehave to be pro-

portional to the last term in 17). Therefore, the disturbances will be

damped with time as [we pd,pe] « This result is remarkable when
it is compared with the result obtained for the wave solutions which have

20 damping of the amplitude. In the present case it is demonstrated that

the mean basic flow acts as a sink of energy for the disturbances even if

this is not apparent from the singular wave solutions,

Returning now to the baroclinic waves considered earlier it is now

lear that it is likely that some physical influence from the horizontal

shear will be apparent fwhen passing ¥, from the singular wave solutions to

the general solutione The above result also suggests that it may be

advantageous to find the general solution directly as an initial-value

problem,

3, Three~dimensional perturbations of a "Couette"=flow,

The following will show that in the general solution for three-

dimensional perturbations of a "Couette"=flow one may expect to find a

linear amplification of the disturbances with time, For three~dimensional

motion there is of course in general no conservation of the vorticity com=

donents, and the governing equations have to be written”

(&amp; + VV )u = - 23%ok
~

}

(&amp; + vv)v =- 2p

(2 T VYiw = - kn

VV =

where of is the specific volume, and4 is the pressure

" The fluid having supposed to be homogeneous and possessing rigid boundaries
there can of course be no influence from gravitys Gravity may therefore
be neglected at the outset.



wy

As boundary conditions it is assumed:

118) W=0 Lor

V =0 for19)
The corresponding linearized equations are

2 3\y = 2b _ adyU(% fT) U =x" —W az
1 rN Sat (3 UR)vy=-Ld )
(2 LY = 2b (FE ruR)w=-32

. Vv = (0 |

lence by elimination of B :

L= C Z=4

Y= 0 ’ y==1

\

} ;

a) 4 VY = ox p-waY2DL ot + 5X Y az

Vib 240J WwW XL
Then also

2b =—2 c TW"32 az dx3%

ory by substitution from the third of the equations (20).-
2 3 \ v2.4 or(21) eS t UK) VW =

Por the "linearized" motion (15) is therefore valid also in the case of

three~dimensional perturbations if onlyV 2 is replaced by the three-

dimensional Laplacian operator ve eo If now again

VW = £y,2)
one finds immediately from (21) that

(22) VEW = fex-irt, 4,2)
To solve for W one needs the boundary condition in terms of WW at the

boundaries 4=0s y=g ° From (19) and the second egs' of (20) one

sbtains:

=BY==0,Y=LorOb=
dap _ |
yz =~ © 7

By substitution from the third of eqs. (20) onc then finds:

dence also
Y=o0, 4Y=23

2 &gt; yo2 YU) 3 =O, Ee Yy=0, y=R



Therefore, if

*J t=o, 40 t=o,y=p
one gets

WwW — -= 1 IW == 3} ~ , 2(23) SS g9,(x-vt.z) 5% oon G2 (X-Ut, 2)
We shall not in this note be concerned with the solution of (22), (23)

in general, since the existence of disturbance amplification can be shown

in a much less laborious way. Let &amp; denote the 4 component of vorticity
=2V _ au

5 = ax 2Y

From the first and second of equations (20) one gets by elimination of « +b
2, pl)s — dU aw&amp; "Ux ) 8 Taz ?y

Applying this equation oF either of the two boundaries Y=o0 or Y=R 3

and denoting by g either of the two functions in (23), one gets

(24 2 42 = — dU) GTUZ)S = gz $0-ut, 2)
Let it be supposed that

gx n)y= Fl Lp
¢Sto = Alz)e #

The solution fer g will then necessarily have to be of the form
\

LHX&gt; = H (2,4 ye /

(25)

By substitution from (25) and (26) into (24) one therefore obtains

AG » ar CUIX = TED52 +t MUS = = Faye /

the solution of which is

. vo v + L (x-ut)Up t ~- pt UH ad ~,. } ! J
S=%1.0¢ " ~¢ © gf dt

Z — 5 4= © Fo ) 22 ech] oP



wo] Owe

There is therefore an amplification of z at the vertical boundaries

provided Hz) is chosen X 0,

This result is of considerable interest in the problem of creation

of turbulences It indicates how careful one should be in drawing too

far-reaching conclusions from wave solutions when these have singularities,

and further that it may be as profitable in such cases to try to get the

general solution directly, and not via the singular wave solutions.
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ON A SIMPLIFIED THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL

IN NUMERICAL, WEATHER FORECASTING

The following constitutes an attempt to simplify further the Charney-

Fliassen equations with the aim of making them more fitted for numerical

~omputations.

Notations:

Jv= pressure

= density
T = temperature

9)= accel eration of gravity
= Sv __Biron:

3 = vertical unit vector

. »

h = subindex used for horizontal
Cv

&gt;=

Equation of motion:

OLE +tlexv; -g] = vp
iliminating ©yv , we obtain:

oy b v, [=oTo 7 1fkxV,vox | 4% cf lx; -g] +0 x[ Z¢
Voting that

vo =v- = vl

nd

opx[5% +x -q] =o



Let H be the top of the atmosphere and

from

 oD

 EY symbol for mean values defined

Todz
~~

Then, by integrating (13) between ground and the top level, one obtains:

whe:

——

K = - % -° Sa " SL L3 +£ {Ly nV rs)

Having as boundary conditions:
\ Ww =oof  +5 70

TOT

(according to experience,

wr = finite

Z =H { jv= ©
£1+% 0 (hypothesis)

Hor

ne gets

13) / AJ
og.

-

or’

Combining equations (15), (14) and (7), one obtains:
2 -

i» 2 3Y Und y= = &gt; fod £ 210,wv (Fg Ede) = Tog TSE + SEONG cap
An analysis of orders of macnitude reveals that the last term in this equation

ig ~ 5 1073 J . It may, therefore, be neglected without introducing serious

*
2TYOYS

Che equation expressing conservation of entropy is:

i

t In an appendix it is shown that the mentioned term is negligible to the same
extent 28 C¢. ( ¢ = velocity of inertia waves) is negligible in comparison
with Cg ( Cg= velocity of sound).



J
I% _ 1 a 9X L TJ{+ ;Bo = = Vv - a (s fJe Cf RFE C4 (# LY ,%) w 2530 -G+)9 vs

Jne gets from the hydrostatic equation, equation (3):

. 2 J1 2d Y o J A %% 032 + ho TE

fod

2 dy _ qo 2% [MtLo 5% = Fou [Gide + KOyL)7

lL
Zlimination of 2°V, Lg

- Rs

between equations (6), (7) gives:

N y

Z
2 A I (5 {f)K = - Fv, [Ldy, + = ~w ss (5 +¢) vy,

If K can be determined by quantities not involving the two last terms,

squation (7) will represent the original vorticity equation, equation (6),
3(s+4) -

free from the terms —W —3yz— -&amp; + ) VY . From the equation of

continuity

9) De. _ pov55 = ~ F
and the equation of pieozotrop.y

19) Dg
Pn

or= I" Z&lt;
_ Aor 3= MSE AYR we

ne gets by combination
X

x Mpw) [2 »rn VY, = ot) «(4 vo)n
fultiply equation (8) by

1.2) J = ee mrt
(¢ +3)”

and using equation (11), one gets:
Z _ ¥ YIw

2 J IJ 1 J —__wo Tk =-85e [Se JIT (nner 5



by equation (1), one arrives at

v_ FOV + flex ] +o x[2¥ +Hlex | =~ vx bud
For the motions we are interested in, the order of magnitude of the first

cerm in this equation is 1/100 of that of the second one. Simplifying ac-

cording to this the following equations of motion result:

DV,“Zt + fllox wv, =-v

oY q.5=- 2 +qhun

naving introduced the hydrostatic assumption in the vertical component of the

aquation of motion.

Let

S v Tk

Iliminating V, ¥ from equation (2) one gets,

Y(5++¢) —- 5+£)T4) 25 =- U5 (344) -w z= G
{vhen the term V, Wr x OV hes been considered of secondary importance.

When DV is neglected in equation (2) and the resulting equation

is solved with respect to VW, = Wione gets:

0 Wn. = - 7, xk
x

For an approximate evaluation of &amp;§ , and of W, in the first right-hand-

side term in equation (U4) we substitute VW, = Ug being £ virtually

constant when the curl of Ye is taken, we get:



17) Yo Dn&gt;esd - +, fund -w HE

Ye substitute here VY, = Up . Then

Yn pa 0.8 _ qo He
 i CA TZ

)

Suppose now that it is allowed as a first approximation to assume that the

advection of entropy is a horizontal one:

12) Dd bu FF— = = Vg VY, LS-w 2d —_ TY
7 t
AA

From equations (5) and (3) we get:

135) Vs aTU band = £ 0 Ue eo% GX 22 Hh

Then from equations (18) and (19):
_ — oY

Wud fo Way _ Logy 5,00 oo T(r, TF)
TTT Tg Yer Tz )2 ?-

Substituting this in equation (16) we get, ignoring the term mentioned as

nesligibles:

29)

Z ar

 (+ OY Ion [2 +1 [30s Ede] 5 T(#%.%t J - Fo [30x 55)



APPENDIX

’
-

In the relatior

A J+ =f 7, deLk
ve substitute the standard expression for

yg = BPXKkrc
© may be considered as a virtual constant under the time differentiation

J and the curl operated 7, X . Considering in addition, as before, f

28 virtual constant when the curl is taken, we get:

2 2D h
2 0Y = Vi 2&amp;

Vi d E Q

Je have, as regards orders of magnitude:

(2 yen - dh
»

f+ © ~ fn

(E+) MP (% 1%) 2

f°0~ TL2B

On the other side, from equation (1) we get
= 0 2dy 4a Fan de

IF LEal © 2.2 &gt;

when a periodic dependency upon x and y has been assumed with wavelengths ~ X

and. A, ~L, , respectively. One has



v4 »

-

 LT

Therefore, if Cg denotes the velocity of sound, and C, that of inertia

waves, one gets
2 _ 3

— 1 C,; ——r— m——

LCs mG ron) ~2 73

The mean values occurring in the previous equations were defined from:

LE

7
5 A
LL ~~

2)
&gt;

ar
ile

n

 +€)°

Jsing the hydrostatic equation one gets when

PIsz 0
28

0 a,

In this case one may, therefore, as well define the mean values from:
77

———

«»
—

“dp
3

4

£°

(5+€)°
In the atmosphere generally

0:2
y 2

©

~ +5 FP
 sz

id

, Doria



To see what we would then get if rr is replaced by © sy We return to

equation (11):
&gt;&lt; aR

_ er Lpnw Voy, = - Sz
(2 1 VY, vo Jo

We may also write:

QV, Vv, = — So - e/ (Se tVa% Ipn row ud
2 2

&gt;

Therefore, by using © instead of 2 we will get an additional term

f (43) wr 0
on the right-hand side of equation (16). This is in general not a negligible

term. Therefore, using the definition (2) for the mean values instead of (3)

will result in more simple equations


